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Key election results
Governor
Jerry Brown (D)
3,951 .607
Meg Whitman (R)
3,029,919

U.S. Senate
Barbara Boxer (D)
3,795,243
Carly Fiorina (R)
3,094,338
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Students, facuity speak on results
By Jam es Licea
Reporter

Students and faculty gave their
opinions on the outcome of California elections. While most thought
the results of the election were not
too surprising, some were shocked at
the outcome. Certain measures that
they thought would pass did not; others did.
Cameron Apple, a student at Bakersfield College, said that he was
surprised by the results.
"I was actually surprised at how
many Democrats actually held onto
their seats, also I was surprised that

they still control the Senate," he said.
"I was expecting the Republicans
to completely wipe over the Democrats."
Most of the measures Apple voted
for passed, including Proposition 20,
which was the redistricting of congressional districts and 25, the simple
majority vote to pass budget.
The proposition that most people
talked about in disappointment was
19, the legalization of marijuana.
Students as wen as political science
professor Steven Homes voted yes on
the proposition.
While Holmes does not agree with
the outcome, Holmes compared the

issue to gay marriage in the past decade. He said that it was expected to
not pass and that it will probably be
seen again. Holmes predicted, "It'll
probably take two maybe even three
times before it could pass."
Sany Clausen, the administrative
assistant to the Student Government
Association president, said that for
the most part she was pleased with
the turnout. She said the initiatives
that were passed were great and that
she was glad to see Jerry Brown win
the race for governor.
Like other voters, she expressed
her disappointment that Proposition
19 did not pass. "I really think that

we 're ready for this to happen, I just
think it's time."
Marci Lingo, the reference librarian at BC, stated that she felt the elections were no surprise but was happy
with the results, "I was pleased that
Carly Fiorina d id not win the seat in
California."
Lingo's reasoning is because
she does not agree with her social
policies and stand against abortion.
Another positive outcome on the state
level, Lingo shared, was the passing
of Proposition 26, the two-thirds vote
for state and local fees. Lingo said
that she feels this will make an enormous difference.

20th Congressional
Andy Vidak (R)
32,531
Jim Costa (D)
30,708

22nd Congressional
Kevin McCarthy (R)
124,759 (unopposed)

Cannabis
discussion
lights up

30th Assembly District
David G. Valadao (R)
30,773
Fran Florez (D)
18,864

32nd Assembly District
Shannon Grove (R)
66,874
Holly Spohn-Gross
26,091

16th Senate District
Michael Rubio (D)
47,365
Tim Thiesen
34,041 (R)

2nd Supervisorial District
Zack Scrivner
12,456
Steve A. Perez
12,300

18th Senate District
Jean Fuller ( R)
118,118
Carter N. Pope
53,939

Bakersfield City Council
Rudy Salas, Ward 1
Ken Weir, Ward 3
David Couch, Ward 4
Russell Johnson, Ward 7

By Mateo M. Melero
Magazine Editor

1l1ough Proposition 19 failed to
pass Tuesday night, support and opposition for the legalization of marijuana was shown statewide as well as
inside the Fireside Room at Bakersfield College on Oct. 28.
Organized by Katrina Oldershaw,
legislative liaison for the Student
Government Association, the discussion panel and open forum, consisting of a psychologist and two police
officers, took place inside the room at
6p.m.
" l will tell you right now that I do
not support Proposition 19 because I
think that there is a lot of harm that
can come," said psychologist Dean
Haddock.
"I also don't like how the law is
written because it still leaves it criminalized in a way that I think is a problem for medicine.
"It's a very strong drug, and we
also know that it really affects the
adolescent brain. It affects the development of the adolescent brain, and
that's where you are going to find a
lot of the abuse."
The doctor primarily warned
against the dangers of the plant
throughout the discussion but offered
reassurance on the medicinal uses of
carmabis.
"There are some excellent uses for
marijuana for medicinal purposes,"
said Dr. Haddock.
Speaking as a representative for
the Kem County Sheriff's Department, Lieutenant Curtis Cornelison
provided insight on law enforcement's concerns with the proposition
and drug traffickers.
"One thing you have to realize that
[was] touched on is drug trafficking
organizations are just not marijuana
traffickers," he said. "'D1ey are polydrug organizations, and what that
mear1s is that they operate with whatever is in demand.
"What we're going to create for
California is a distribution hub for the
other 49 states, for marijuar1a. Now
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Proposition 19 supporters Daniel Smith and Joey Dunford enter the forum holding a sign in protest
toward the panel. They were asked to leave by BC staff shortly after entering the Fireside Room.
what that does is cause marijuana
to be produced here, moved to other
locations, and then other drugs come
back in trade."
Curtis went on to state how the
law will not put the drug cartels out
of business due to their adaptive nature with drug trafficking, as well as
express how he felt the casual use
of marijuana will increase among
adults, providing a negative influence
for children.
Barry Klein, supervising deputy
for the d istrict attorney's white-collar
crime unit, spoke in the forum on
how the Obama Administration does
not prosecute for medical marijuana,
but if made legal in California then
they would prosecute for the commercial selling of marijuana within
the State of California.
" Marijuana, whether or not Prop
19 passes, will still be a controlled
substance under the federal law and
will still be subject to federal guidelines and penalties," Klein said.
"The attorney general under the
Obama Administration in March of
2009, they came out and d iffered to
the various states medical marijuana
use. They are not prosecuting for
that. That is not what they have said
about this.
"With everybody who wants to
think that California is going to get
out of their budget debt because [of
Prop 19],just think about that. Would
you go ahead and provide your state
or your local government with your
business records, which show that
you 're making money off of marijuana, when it's evidence of a federal

crime?
"Chances are there are not going
to be paying those taxes that everybody is looking forward to."
Daniel Smith, a Prop 19 supporter, entered the forum barring a sign
with BC history major Joey Dunford,
that stated, "Pot Laws are Illegal All
Government Lies for 70 + years Free
All Pot Prisoners No More Lies" and
were asked to leave.
"I need a permit, ar1 authorization
beforehand," said Smith, "I have no
problem with that. It's not keeping
me from doing it downrown. I've
been out there for three days. lelling
a lie for 60 years doesn't make it the
truth, but that's what they're doing.
They got people convinced that it's
truth.
"How do they enforce lies and call
it law. I thought that you had to have
proof to do this shit.
"There is no proof to their side; it's
all on our side. They need to come up
with a legitimate reason to make it illegal. There is nothing wrong with it,
period.
"We need to legalize it," said Dunford. "We need to tax it. We can make
so much money and get this state out
of fiduciary debt."
Speakers ranged from those that
challenged the position of the panel,
to those who war1ted to acquire the
opinion of the two officers and the
psychologist.
Speaking last, Ed Sulla of Bakersfield's National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) chapter, took the lectern
and challenged the panel's position

on the proposition and opinion on
marijuana in general.
"I just wanted to address that it is
being compared to alcohol and tobacco, I think because of the taxation
aspect and legalizing for adults - that
is where that begins and ends."
It was addressed by the panel and
speakers earlier in the discussion that
the legalization of marijuana and its
regulation by the governmenr, would
be much the same as the status with
tobacco and alcohol. The par1el went
on to comment that just because two
other addictive and psychically harming drugs are legal, doesn't justify legalizing a third.
"Up until cannabis was made illegal in the United States in 1937
it was available in various forms in
pharmacies," said Sulla. "It is welldocumented as a medicine."
The panel also stressed its concerns
for impaired driving rates and statistics if the law was passed. Sulla went
on to rebuke the claims that it would
pose a greater risk among traffic.
Referring to an article in the marijuana publication, 1l1e West Coast
Leaf, Sulla said, "1l1ere is an article
in here that says that, 'Data shows that
marijuana no big factor in highway
safety,' they did a study in the states
that have medical marijuana ar1d have
had that for years now .. . there is really no increase in highway accidents
due to caimabis in those states."
While wrapping up the discussion
Sulla stressed that marijuana affects
different people in different ways and
that psychological people can be addicted to everything.

NO Prop. 19
Legalize marijuana

YES Prop. 20

REPUBLICAN: Grove honored in large
margin victory of 32nd state assembly seat

DEMOCRAT: Senate still in
the hands of Democrats

Congressional redistricting

NO Prop. 21
State parks

YES Prop. 22
Prohibit taking local funds

NO Prop 23
Suspend air pollution law

NO Prop. 24
Business taxes

YES Prop. 25
State budget passage

YES Prop. 26
Taxes and fees

NO Prop. 27
Eliminate redistricting
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registered Republican, I voted for Jerry Brown
and part of that is that I think he can do a better
job than Meg Whitman," Whipple said.
Jacquie Sunivan, Ward 6 City Council
member, was at the party to support Republicans, too, but was particularly excited to see
Zack Scrivner win because she believes in his
cause to fight the unions.
"Steve [Perez] is a great guy, but we definitely need Zack's expertise right now," Sullivan said.
Scrivner, who won the 2nd district Supervisor seat in a tight race over opponent Steve
Perez, ai1d Sha1mon Grove, who won the 32nd
district State Assembly seat by a large margin
over opponent Holly Spohn-Gross, were both
in attendance and mingled with supporters.
'T m honored that Kem County put me in
this position, and I promise to work hard and
not let them down," Grove said. Grove was a
favored candidate and was named as the winner early on in the night, whereas Scrivner's
race was a lot closer to call; though early figures did have him a5 the leader.
She was also excited that Scrivner's Measure D passed, which decides pension rates
for public safety employees, ar1d cheered in
delight that Proposition 19, which sought to
legalize marijuana, failed to win over voter approval.
Scrivner spoke about his campaign and

some of the hardships that he encountered on
the campaign trail. His battle with Perez and
the unions attempting to block Measure D created a difficult election for him.
"1l1e government employee unions that
represent county and city workers, in public
safety, they spent over $200,000 against me in
the race ai1d it's 10 times more than they've
ever spent in a supervisor's race tl1ai1 ever before," Scrivner said.
Scrivner also had ai1 incident concerning
him and illegal marijuana usage during his
time in college that came up during the campaign. He addressed how the decision was
made to approach the issue with voters.
"What I did, rather than let them spring it
on me in the end of the campaign, I just said
'Look, this happened, I'm telling you now because I want you to hear it from me rather than
my opponent,"' Scrivner said.
Toward the end of tl1e evening, Grove
received a call from Congressman Kevin
McCarthy and connected the call over the
loudspeaker.
McCarthy then congratulated all the cai1didates that were victorious during the night
and gave a word of inspiration for supporters
to take with them.
"You know, Republicans realize that only
in America you 're given a second chai1ce, and
we're not gonna screw it up this time," McCarthy said.

Continued fromPage 1
hope the numbers continue to hold. We put in a lot of
hard work so to actually see some of the results come in
we're very happy," said Salas Jr. while watching results
come in.
The polling forecasts that indicated that Republicans
would gain a majority in tl1e House of Representatives
were discouraging to local Democrats who were relieved
to find that the Democratic Party still had control of the
Senate ai1d Jerry Brown's victory in the gubernatorial
election.
"We had some good victories here," said Dolores Huerta, co-founder of the United Farm Workers of America. " I
think it will be good for working people."
While sounds of joy and grief filled the air, locals also
reflected on the past two years of politics and changes to
the political landscape on a national level.
"I feel like we had ar1 opportunity with Democrats controlling both houses and P resident Obama getting elected
to really push an agenda further than we did," said Jeremy Wright, regional political coordinator for the United
Domestic Workers of America 3930. "We got healtl1care,
but it wa5n't what anyone initially envisioned, but we did
do something. We just had a window of time, and now it
seems like it slipped away."
While mar1y were expressing concern over the results, Laborers Union Treasurer Mairnel Monsibais said,
"These guys can go out and cry if they want or be happy.
They all got out and did what they were supposed to do.
Every cai1didate out there has done their best to get their
word out. Now that it's over, it's time to step back ai1d see
what happens."
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Homecoming: Areason
to show college pride or a
waste of students' time

Editor's Note I With the recent homecoming events and spending that coincides with them at Bakersfield College, Rip staff writers decided to sound off and represent their different views on the event.

PRO

CON

By Kimberlyn Yvonne Macias

By James Licea

Reporter

Reporter

Homecoming is filled with school pride, free stuff, a football game,
In a lot of cases. homecoming week is great. There are all
the crowning of the homecoming king and queen - all while bringing
types of fun events and games held on campus, free food and
students and staff closer together.
T-shilts are passed ou1 , then a football game and the crowning
Homecoming gives students a week to be proud of Bakersfield
of the homecoming king and queen sums it all up. The purCoJlege, and it reminds students to appreciate its
pose of all these event<; is to bring together student body and
campus life.
faculty and for us all to show om school spilit.
Students are always so busy with
At BC, our homecoming weeks have usually included varischool and their personal lives that
ous activities held on campus like inflatables. dtmk tailks, tug
they don't take part in the opporof wars, rock walls and three-legged races.
tunities on campus. but during
All of these things are very cool. rm always in favor of
homecoming week students
free stuff, but not one of tJ1ese things gives me the least bit of
cannot miss 1hem. Activischool spirit.
ties are all around campus
One of the most popular things to come of this event is
and students take part in
the electing and crowning of the homecoming king and
joining.
queen. To me this is the most: pathetic ai1d trivial atThe school brings activities
tempt of school spirit I can think of. Giving two
to the students and everything is
people plastic crowns and calling them king and
paid for by student govemment.
queen is an overhyped popularity contests that
in other words, an of the activities
does nothil1g but boos1 the self-esteem or the
are free.
winners and diminish that of the losers.
BC gives out free food several
Besides a crown and a "way to go., here
times that week, and this is one of the
and rhere, the winners don't actually
few times students make time to eat
achieve much else. Listing being homewith their friends and peers. and of
coming king or queen probably wouldn't
com-se. the best part is that this is also
be somethiI1g striking to put on a resupplied by the student government
sume. I'm sure employers wouJd.n ·1 be
and catered to student<; by the school
very impressed.
cafeteria.
All these little games and memenThere is no homecoming week
tos are fun, but the amount of money
witJ10ut the homecoming football
that pays for them seems a bit exgame where Jots of families, alumcessive.The Student Government
ni, students and the community
Association has spent $20,000 for
are brought together to cheer the
homecoming, which includes prize
football game that is anticipatmoney, T-shirts, fioat decorations
ed eve1y year.
and other activiries.
This game is more exMaybe rm wrong, but
traordinaiy than any others
this seems like a horin the season.
rible waste of money.
The way people express
Sure it's tradition and
their school spirit is fascinathomecoming is a big
ing.
part of our campus,
Some people dress up in
bur most of tl1e things it
costumes while some paint
pays for would go untheir face with school colors.
noticed if reduced. rm
Adults, teens and even children
sure the football team
all over this community express
wouldn't be any
their school spirit.
better or worse.
During halftime they have a speWhat is school
cial ceremony with floats and givespirit?
Is it
aways, and then of course there is the
caused by wiI1crowning of the homecoming king and
ning footban
queen.
games? Can
Everyone on tJ1e edge of their seats wonwe get it from
dering if the candidate that they voted for
pa11icipating in
and suppolted tlu·ough the campaigning is
a tluee-legged race?
going to win.
Ifwe run for homecomYou also see families of the potential
ing king or queen, will
king and queen nervous and proud of
we get it? What about if we
the candidates out in the field.
weai· om free homecoming T-shirt?
Some seem to be praying interlf so, why don't I have school spirit?
nally while others are just proud
Because I've done nearly all of these
they family member has gotten
things except for winning a footbali
this far in the mnning.
game and it has left me nothing
When they announce the winners of
but a scarce amount of studying
homecoming king and queen. the crowds gets
time from procrastination due to
that much more cJ1eerful and the environment: is at its
distractions around campus. In
peak, because even if the football team wins
SAl\,fANTHA GARRE1T /THE RIP my opinion. school spirit is achieved by
or not we still have two winners - a king and
excellence in multiple areas. including
queen - and no one can take that away from
sports, academics. and extracun"icular
us.
acuvines. Not by wilming a three-legged race.
If the football teain does win. there is a whole new level of exciteTo really come togelher as a school let's impress people by
ment and happiness in the environment.
showing them how iI1tellectuaJ we are as students by studyTogether everyone feels invincible and happy to just be a pait of
ing hard on ow· midte1ms and keeping ow· GPA high so that
the game's presence- it is a remarkable feeling.
one day we might make a career for ourselves that gives back
At the end of 1J1e day yow· biggest pride is being a Renegade - it
to our community, instead of spending quality studying time
doesn't matter if you are a student. an alwnnus or simply a fan.
waiting in line for a hotdog or jumping on an inflatable.
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Staff Editorial

CSUB murder raises many
local questions and anger
Recently a tragedy occun-ed
that resulted in a young woman
losing her life in a shooting at a
campus event held at California
State University of Bakersfield.
Among the suffe1ing 1J1e fam ily already has to endure due
to the loss of their loved one,
they are also exposed to public
1idicule and c1iticism stemming
from ignorance and hate-filled
comments on public forwns like
the one on The Bakersfield Californian ·s Web site.
Following the st01y on bakersfield.com, anonymous comments
tlow with 1ighteous remarks from
people that have no idea what really happened yet feel they have
the right to speculate and judge.
Their racist commenting primarily suggests that the shooting was unavoidable because
that's what happens when a lot
of young blacks get together and
how it's basically her fault she
died.
What has this city become for
its people to think and behave

this way? Is race the only factor that comes into play when a
tragedy befalls upon a group of
minorities?
This display of bigotry is embairassing t:o the city of Bakersfield , and what's worse is that an
of this is done under the hood of
protected anonymous commenting on TBC's Web site. We believe in free speech. we believe
that everyone has the tight to his
or her own opinions, too, but if
you feel the need to share your
ignorance with the world, do so
boldly and don't bully others behind the shield anonymity.
In 1J1e end. however, it doesn' t
matter what comments are made
because they won·1 change anything. A young woman is still
dead, a daughter will still be
missing, and a home will still be
empty.
So be proud, Bakersfield, and
tTeat your community as one
family and do away with social
bigotry. Support your city instead
of tearing it down from within.

Parking an issue for

some students at BC
By Sandra G. Ward
Reporter

I am not usually one to complain much, but after surviving
another pai·king lot frenzy when
another student forced me to
slam on my brakes. cutting right
in front of me in order to snag the
very last spot closest to campus;
there were a number of thoughts
that began to sw·face in my mind
which I am now able to impose
upon our readers regarding the
pai·ling situation at: Bakersfield
College.
It tmned out that on that day and what seems like every other
day - I ended up having to park
in the free parking ai·ea of the
southwest parking lot on campus. It seems as though the parking permit I purchased for this
semester has been nothing more
than a complete waste of money.
I was forced to walk to class,
and, by the time I reached my
classroom destina1ion after walking what felt like a mile or more
from where l had to park my car.
l could almost see a spark of valjdity in the action of tl1at student
who cut me off that day.
That might not seem such a
great challenge for many young
students on campus, but for one
of the older adull students attending BC it can become a bit
of a challenge.
I believe tJ1at BC should consider providing some kind of accommodations to make it easier
for students who have a more
difficult time getting arow1d.
A shuttle service som1ds like a
good idea to me.
It makes me feel like my parking permit has no value. Isn ·1
that why we pm·chase a parking
permit - to ensure that we are
able to park where it best suits to
be closest to our classes?
Shuttle service could also be

of some benefit to those who
have late cla<;ses ending late in
the evening when the parking
lots ai·e deai·ed and leaving students forced to walk a distance
in darkened, desolate parking
areas where there isn' t enough
secw·ity.
I've been there too, and it
made me nervous.
Perhaps funds could be provided to develop some type of
shuttle service thrnugh funds
received for the parking permit
pmchases.
As long as there are so many
students enrolled ar Bakersfield
College, the parking situation
could never be altered to specifically accommodate tl10se
students who make the effort to
pw·chase a parking pennit. Maybe it would be fair to no longer
require the purchase of parking
pem1its and students could be
reimbw·sed for those pw·chased
tllis semester. It's not like I get
to use mine anyway.
There is something that is just
not right about charging students
for pai·king space already occupied and may never even be
available to them the entire semester.
With some kind of shuttle service, at least eve1yone will have a
chance to be provided easier access to class. Or. do we students
who may be a Little older, have to
u-y and get help from the disabled
students program who might just:
see a little iJ·ony in the request for
accessibility because we are too
tired to make it to class.
Instead of charging students
for pai·king space that the school
simply does not have enough of.
they can charge a fee for the use
of the shuttle service. Not every
student will have the need for 1J1e
service, but at least those who do
will get: a better chance of receiving it.

'GADE FEEDBACK What did you like best about homecoming week and why?
Editor's note: 'Gade Feedback is
a feature that asks students their
opinion various topics.

Compiled by:
Rip Staff

~ - - - - - , Asuncion Ornelas,
Liberal Studies:
"The jumpers
because they were
fun'.'

Juan Bravo,
Welding:
"The free food
and the jumpers
because you got to
mess around on
them:'

Eric Garcia,
Criminal Justice:
"The joust because
I got to hit my
friend with it:'
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Exercise equipment fails to deliver on claims made
By Mich ael Wafford
Opinions Editor

The Shake Weight's claims of being a revolutionary new way to work out the muscles
are pa11ially true - although it requires more
coordination than it's wo1th.
Available in two varieties; a two and a half
pound version for women, for $19.95, and a
five pound version for men, for $29.95, the
Shake weight is a dumb
bell with spring loaded
PRODUCT
weights on each end.
The weight is availREVIEW
able at retailers such as
Target and Wal-Mart,
online and of course
}{ }{ }{ buyers can purchase the
Shake Weight through a
phone number.
You can lift the Shake Weight like an ordinary weight but to truly get the desired effect
you have to shake it.
This review is based on the women's version.
The Shake Weight comes with an instruc-

~
**

tional DVD and a few fliers demonstrating
popular exercises and claims about its effectiveness.
The flier that comes with the product
claims that a user will "see results in as little
as 6 minutes a day." During my six-minute
workouts I certainly felt some things, although most of the feelings were self-consciousness and pain.
The workout was fine. Making it through
the six minutes was a breeze every time. I
even went a little longer than the suggested
time. It never felt like much of a workout,
though.
Though the website claims it's a great way
to shape and tone the chest, arms and shoulders I didn't seem to get the full effect.
Honestly it seemed like a less effective
and complete workout than doing a few
push-ups.
Although I could feel my biceps, triceps
and shoulders during the workout, I felt
nothing in my chest until I hit myself during
some furious shaking.
Yes, there's a risk of hitting oneself while
shaking it. Two of the suggested exercises

led to me hitting myself. Not only did I manage to hit myself in the chest - the Shake
Weight also assaulted my chin and the back
of my head. Although the two and a half
pound weight didn't seem to cause any serious injury to my body, I can't imagine that
hitting yourself in the head with a weight is
good for anything.
Not only did I manage to hurt my body, I
also managed to hurt my pride.
I felt ridiculous using the Shake Weight.
The motions all seemed so suggestive yet
familiar.
Whether I tried a popular motion suggested by the flier such as the double hand front
shake or one I improved myself, I couldn't
help but feel a little gross while working out
with the Shake Weight.
Overall the Shake Weight doesn't meet its
claims as far as working out the upper body
goes and doesn 't seem to be any more effective than any traditional form of exercise on
what it does affect.
It's not the worst workout I've had but it
was ce11ainly the most painful - on both my
body and my pride.

Obsidian
hits the

ANNTE STOCKMAN /THE RTP

BC student Michael Wafford tries his best to shake it up
with the Shake Weight exercise system Oct. 27

Children bring down
mini golf experience

jackpot

By Chrystal Fortt
Reporter

Monster Mini Golf's course's
setup is the only bright spot in
a rowdy, kid-infested environment.
Monster
01

New Vegas I The newest Fallout
title brings more options and
freedom to the role-playing
franchise.

AMUSEMENT ~ iun ~~
exciting atREVIEW
mosphere to

By Julian Moore
Sports Editor

Fallout: New Vegas is the highly anticipated follow-up to IGN
Ente11ainment's 2008 Game of
the Year Fallout 3. And this time
Obsidian Ente11ainment handles
the game with their sights set on
bringing some post-apocalyptic
life into Las Vegas.
The game throws you into
- - - - - - - the role of
a Courier
VIDEO GAME for the Mojave
ExREVIEW
press who
has been
- - - - - - - tasked with
delivering
a special
package. But in the opening,
you are shot by a man in a suit,
and left for dead in a grave.
Soon you awake in the home of
a local doctor with two things in
mind: where is the package you
were tasked with and, more importantly, revenge.
Much of the game is driven
by the rival factions around the
Mojave Desert.
Two of the most popular and
sought after are the rivals: New
California Republic and the
slaver group, Ceaser's Legion.
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be in. They
haveagood
JI{ JI{ JI{ ~ ~ in-house DJ
that
plays
all so,ts of 90s music and asks
trivia questions between songs,
and - if someone answers correctly - that person wins a prize.
There are also arcade games that
are lit up by the black lights and
people can win tickets for cool,
scary prizes.
The best thing about Monster
Mini Golf is the lighting and
awesome artwork. The entire
place was lit up by black lights
that ran across the ceiling. All of
the art was painted with black
light paint.
The layout and the aitistry are
very well designed. Most of the
art was painted on the wall; some
were huge animated monster
props where you could hit the
golf ball under them or in their
mouths.
Overall, Monster Golf looked
great inside.
Another plus on Monster Golf
was the service from the staff.
They were really friendly and
didn't keep people waiting.
Monster golf is very family-------

COURTESY OF BETHESDA SOFTWARE

The Courier faces off against a pair of Securitron robots in the Mojave Wastelands
ou tside one of several destitute settlements found in "Fallout: New Vegas."
Each group wants control of the
coveted Hoover Dam, because
of its clean water and generation
of electricity.
New Vegas brings back the
use of a buddy system and the
reinstallment of the "companion
wheel," which has been M.I.A.
since Fallout 2.
The combat in the game has
been tweaked and glorified to a
new level.
The V.A.T.S. system is
brought back with a new "kill
cam," and the two go hand-inhand.
Compared to Fallout 3 the
combat in New Vegas is more
personalized. The amount of
choices in weapon modification combined with the Fallout
series always robust amount of
weapons makes the combat in
New Vegas less repetitive than
Fallout 3 's.
The numerous amounts of
gangs helps add a sea of choices

to the play itself. Each gang
brings a slew of missions that
give the player more options.
This is one area that the game
is heavily improved on. The
amount of choices the p layer
has within the game leaves a
more self-tailored feel. New
Vegas doesn't leave you at the
beck and call of the Brotherhood of Steel.
The looser nature of the narrative allows for a more unique
role-playing experience.
Whether helping bring peace
to the Wastelands with the NCR
or ravaging the land with the Legion, every option in the story
feels as if it has an impact on the
world that feels more satisfying
than just being an errand boy
with no influence for most of
the experience as in Fallout 3.
Each Casino on the Strip provides a place to spend or double
all those hard earned caps.
There are only a few games

in each casino with a roulette
wheel and Blackjack tables, but
they provide the needed touch.
Fallout brings a new Hardcore mode into the picture with
New Vegas.
The mode is beyond difficult,
essentially giving a more realistic feel to the game. Healing
type items like Stimpaks and
RadAway are effective over
time unlike before, and each
piece of ammo is counted in the
player's allowed weight. And
if that wasn't enough, to stay
alive the player must now worry
about dehydration, starvation
and sleep deprivation.
While the task of keeping
fed and hydrated may seem intimidating, it's not too difficult
thanks to an abundance of food
and drink to be found in the dozens of locations in the Wastes.
Overall " Fallout: New Vegas"
is a fine addition to the franchise

~

oriented; it's a really good place
to take children. The place is
aimed for younger teens around
the ages of 13 to 14 years old. So
there are a lot of younger kids in
there.
There were a few problems,
however - Monster Golf has an
18-hole course that's all inside
one room. After getting a golf
club and golf ball, one has to
wait for the people ahead to finish golfing. This would be fine if
everyone golfing were adults.
Our group of friends had a
huge group of kids behind us that
hit their balls when we weren't
finished with our hole. We felt
rushed the entire time because
of this.
Throughout the course, they
have ledges that people stand on
so they're not in the way of the
course.
Unfortunately, the kids didn't
stay on the ledges - they ran
around in the same area as our
golf ball. Not on ly kids, but
parents as well, were always
standing in the way of the golf
course.
This was very irritating because our group was constantly
telling people to move, we waited
for people to run by, and sometimes our clear shots to the hole
was knocked away by someone
running by.
For the college students who
would rather not deal with children, Monster Golf would be
a great place to take a group of
friends when there aren't kids
there. Moreover, it would be an
awesome place to host a pa,ty.

Undead Nightmare brings zombie hordes into the Old West
Wild wild west I Rocks tar's
newest downloadable content
breathes life into aging game
with the help of the undead.
By Zak Cowan
Reporter

As you first load up your Red
Dead Redemption copy after the
grueling wait it took to download
Undead Nightmare, you tend to
- - - - - - - think about
the
good
VIDEO GAME ol'
times,
hogtying
REVIEW
women and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ throwing
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them on the
train-tracks,
or the time
you took on an entire gang of
United States Marshalls in a
shootout.

BC BRAINS

cure, as well as fending off zombies in each city which provides
you with a safe house, and a pillow to rest your head on - and
save.
The characters are unforgettable once again, with o ld characters from the original campaign
makings appearances, as well as
new ones.
One survivor explains how
clearing out the graveyards
around the huge open-world map
will start to get rid of the plague.
Clearing out the graveyards is
no easy task.
You must bum coffins while
fending off zombies that have
already risen.
Each graveyard also provides
a boss type zombie toward the
end. This adds a little difficulty
to the mission overall.
The mix of challenging game

play, paired with the always spot
on Rockstar voiceovers, provide
for a compelling experience that
is well wo1th the 800 Microsoft
points, or $9.99.
The multiplayer section of the
DLC is superb.
With game modes such as Undead Overrun, where you and
three other players fend of wave
after wave of zombies.
This is a game mode finding
its way into so many shooters
nowadays, such as Halo: Reach
and the upcoming Call of Duty:
Black Ops, the variety make this
a great buy for any fan of Rockstar Games.
Red Dead Redemption already
had the some of the best replayability of any game on the market, and Undead Nightmare puts
it far ahead of anything in that
category.

ltEDJEAD
RELEhi IION

COURTESY OF ROCKSTAR GAMES

John Marston peers into the desert while his horse rests.

«What is an amylase?"

Editor's note: BC Brains is a
feature that asks students a
question to test their knowledge
of all things trivial.

Compiled by:
Rip Staff

Those were the days.
But now it's Halloween time,
and Rockstar Games has provided a whole new campaign
experience, featuring none other
than the brain eating zombies
America has found a fascination
with, including myself.
The opening sequence of the
final downloadable content for
Rockstar's western third person
shooter Red Dead Redemption
just doesn't give justice to the
rest of the story.
Despite the quick and unemotional beginning, where your entire family turns each other into
zombies one by one, the story
carries along very well from
there.
With the lead protagonist,
John Marston, going from town
to town talking to other survivors
of the outbreak to try and find a

Victor Esparza,
Undecided:
"Food:'

Gabriela Ornelas,
Nutrition:
"Some type of
medicine:'

Steven Lara,
Undecided:
"A scientific term:'

Janet Urquhart,
Nursing:
"A protein in the
bodl'

Damaris Arango,
Undecided:
"Amy on a lease:'
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GREGORY D. COOK I THE RIP

Renegades tight end Jared Hood heads for the pylon and
BC's second touchdown against the El Camino Warriors
on Oct. 30. Hood's touchdown tied the game at 14 and the
Renegades would eventually win 21-14.

BC wins two
with two
left to play
By Michael Morrow
Video Production Editor

After another slow start, the
Bakersfield College defense
came through late in the second half to hold onto the game
against the El Camino Warriors.
BC improved their record to
7-1 after beating Ventura College 27-24 in overtime on Oct.
23 and El Camino, 21 -1 4 on
homecoming. The Renegades
have extended their win streak
to three games giving them a 3-0
record in the National Northern
Conference.
The Renegades and the Warriors went scoreless in the first
quarter, but on the first possession of the second quarter, The
Warriors ground game put a cap

on the possession by punching it
in for six.
BC would tie the game at seven
late in the first half on a 10-play
drive for 80 yards. The series
developed with running back
Andre Smith starting to build
momentum, and ended with
quarterback Lyle Negron completing passes of 14, three, nine,
40 and two yards, followed by an
eight yard run for the touchdown
from Negron.
Negron ended up passing for
153 yards and one touchdown on
l 3-of-23 attempts, while Smith
rushed for 165 yards, a season
high, and one touchdown on 29
carries.
In the second half, BC opened
with a three-and-out and the Warriors capitalized on it. El Camino

GREGORY D. COOK /THE RIP

Warriors quarterback Omar Herrera gets the ball away as Renegades linebacker John Oglesby leaps up in an attempt to
deflect the pass at Memorial Stadium on Oct. 30. Oglesby had seven tackles with one tackle for loss.
drove down the field on eight
straight rush attempts and scored
on a five-yard rush attempt by
Peter Walton.
The Renegades would again
rally, this time late in the third.
BC drove down the field in much
the same fashion the last Renegade scoring drive went. Smith
for a 11, 15, five and 14 yard
pickup and Negron completing
the necessary passes to keep the
drive alive and then completing
the 16-yard pass to tight end
Jared Hood for the touchdown
to tie the game at 14 and end the
quarter.
BC's defense took a stance
in the fourth shutting down El
Camino on five plays, and the offense did their part by tacking on
another touchdown.
Smith, who many fans say
had his best game of the season,
had several solid gains to keep
the Renegades attacking and
then finishing off the drive with
a 2-yard rush to give the Renegades a 21-14 final score.

From there on out, BC's defense held firm, and on two
possessions, forced two threeand-outs to put the game in their
offenses hands.
The Renegades offense ran
the ball down to the four-yard
line and decided to let the clock
expire without the attempt to
score.
The week before against Ventura, The Pirates controlled the
game in the first half, putting up
17 points, most of which came
from their starting quarterback
Antavius Sims. Sims threw for
242 yards on 22-of-39 attempts
while rushing for three touchdowns and 121 yards on 34 carries.
But the Renegades defense
would show up when they were
needed the most.
On the Pirates final possession
of the fourth and on Ventura's
overtime possession, the Renegades hung tough and held the
Pirates scoreless. In overtime,
the Pirates had possession first

Soccer team battles back to .500
By Vincent Perez
Features Editor

Injuries have been a common
theme throughout Bakersfield
College women's soccer season.
"We've got five players out for
the year, and then we have one
(Jessica Hernandez) out with a
concussion - we hope she will
get cleared soon," said coach
Scott Dameron. Hernandez was
cleared for the Oct. 26 match
against Santa Monica but did not
play until BC's Oct. 29 match
at L.A. Mission, according to
Dameron.
Dameron added that numerous
ankle injuries to mostly midfielders on the team have changed the
dynamics of the team and the
way that the team plays.
When asked if the injuries
were due to training or circumstantial, Dameron replied,
"They're not necessarily related
- usually when it's muscle pulls
and things like that you look at
what you're doing training-wise.
A lot of these have been traumatic, things that are hard to say how
you control it."
Dameron talked about the 8-0
Western State Conference South
win over L.A. Mission.
"We won 8-0, so it wasn't
close. They weren't the biggest
threat that we faced all year when you go into a game like
that it can be easy to relax and
maybe you don't play your best
- that's what I was pleased with.

We were competing with ourselves, as far as how good we
can play and they did a good job
of that."
BC's Terrryn Soelberg and
Stevie Lewis both scored two
goals against L.A. Mission and
teammates Baliegh Biter, Kristina Garcia, and Brittany Hunt
each scored one goal. Hunt also
had an assist.
BC lost 2-0 at home to Santa
Monica (9-2-5, 8-1-1) in a WSC
South match.
The Corsairs' Sarah Barrington
and Olivia Patterson each scored
a goal to defeat BC.
The Renegades tied with Glendale (4-12-1, 2-7-1) in a WSC
South match on Oct. 22.
Amber Beckham scored the
Renegades only goal in the first
half with an assist by Soelberg.
Glendale scored their game-tying goal in the second goal.
BC defeated Canyons 2-1 on
Oct. 19 in a WSC South match.
Canyons' record stands at 8-6-2
and 5-5-0 in WSC South.
Dameron talked about BC's
chances for playoffs.
"It's definitely still there for
us. We're right on the edge [of
making playoffs]. We've got
games against teams with really
good records that would move
us up if we defeated them - one
of them, Citrus College is just
ahead of us right now so when
we play those matches it's going
to be a big deal."
The top 16 teams from each

and failed to gain any yards with
three plays for losses and an incomplete pass.
BC's
offense
struggled
throughout only picking up 36
yards on the ground and Negron
struggling to find his targets, going I 3-for-24 with one interception. However, he did complete
one of the most crucial passes of
the game to give the Renegades a
chance at a comeback.
All in one series, BC started
to re-assert their selves back
into the game. It started with an
illegal-46-yard-would-be pass
that found Negron headed to the
bench, replaced with backup Byron Campbell.
Two plays later, Campbell
threw - his only pass of the game
- a 37-yard pass to wideout Loren Kolb, but was injured on the
play, bringing Negron back into
the game. And on the next play,
Negron dropped back to pass
and threw a 55-yard touchdown
to Kolb bringing the Renegades
to within seven, 24-17 with just

BC hopes to make the
most ofWSC finals
By Zak Cowan
Reporter

ANNIE STOCKMAN I THE RIP

Bakersfield College's Kristina Garcia makes a play on the
ball in a game against Santa Monica's Bertha Salgado at
home on Oct. 26. BC lost the game 2-0.
region of WSC North and South
qualify for playoffs. BC (7-63, 5-3-2) is in 18th in the WSC
South as of Nov. I.
Dameron added that no teams
in the WSC South have seen
BC's true colors.
"There's never been a point
when we've been full strength.

We've been managing who we
have and trying to figure out the
most effective way we can play."
Dameron added, "I'm impressed - they still play well
with a nice style. The question
is do we have the legs left to get
some of these good teams at the
end of the season."

over IO minutes to go in the
fou11h.
Kolb finished with seven
catches for 162 yards and two
touchdow ns.
The Renegades, 6- 1 overall,
tied the game at 24 on defense
with a forced fumble by linebacker Tierney Yates. The fumble was
recovered and returned 53 yards
for the score by linebacker John
Oglesby.
After the failed possession
in overtime by the Pirates, BC
gained five yards on an encroachment penalty setting up
place kicker Josh Gallington for
a 35-yard kick for the win. Ventura had 15 penalties for a loss of
120 yards.
Gallington not only made this
field goal, but also has gone 10for- l O on the season and 37-of38 on PATs.
The Renegades maintain their
No. 2 ranking and travel to Cerritos before returning home to play
College of the Canyons in the final game of the regular season.

The wrestling team is going
into the last stretch of the season
and hopes to make a statement
at the Western State Conference finals scheduled Nov. 13
at Bakersfield College.
Before the conference finals,
the te.am will go to San Luis
Obispo to compete in the Cuesta Tournament.
Bill Kalivas, the head coach
of the team, will be using the
Cuesta Tournament to determine where his team is before
the finals.
"This is our last individual
tournament that we'll go to get
a good view of everyone," said
Kalivas.
Kativas said his team still has
a chance to win the WSC.
" Hopefully, depending on
what type of pe1formance,
we have a shot at winning the
conference," he said. "Maybe
we' ll be second, maybe we'll
be third, and maybe we'll be
fourth. A lot of it just depends
on where [the team is] at mentally."
Kalivas is hopeful that his
team takes in the advice he and
his coaches have given them
throughout the season.
"I think [the coaching staff]

has tried to prepare them physically as best as we can," Kalivas said. "But the reality and
question is who is going to try
and apply it."
Kalivas said that the conference championship would be
a good indication of what the
team will be like at the end, so
they would just have to wait
and see.
The season doesn't end after the conference finals. The
team wi ll compete in the Fulle11on State Open, then head to
the Southern Regional in Victor
Valley before competing in the
California Community College
Championships on Dec. 12-13.
Kalivas said that the Fullerton State Open would help
them determine the top ten
wrestlers they are going to take
to the Regional and Championships in December.
Kalivas thought his team
could have pe1formed better
during the season if it hadn't
suffered so many injuries, but
he would take what he could
get.
"Other than the beginning of
the year we really haven't been
able to put a full lineup out," he
said. "In certain weight classes
we're deep, in other classes
we've having to create someone, so we'll wait and see."

